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Abstract

Customers are the heart and soul of supermarkets, and these stores often suffer
losses due to mishandling of customer service. This study aims to examine how
the satisfaction of customers can be maximized with the help of hyper-automation
technologies in order to operate the stores successfully. Here, an intelligent voice bot
is used to reduce response time for basic customer queries by providing real-time
replies using NLP and for further complex queries, customers will be provided with
contact info or forwarded to relevant authorities. In addition to that we predicted
customer demands for future products by using multiple machine learning libraries
like XGBoost, Linear Regression and Random forest with the help of daily sales
data. This helps supermarkets to stock a perfect amount of products in their in-
ventory which will help them to avoid any kind of product shortage in any season
and will help them to achieve customer satisfaction. Furthermore, optimized prod-
uct placement will be ensured with the use of data mining techniques like Apriori
algorithm ,FP Growth algorithm and GSP algorithm. By doing this we are making
it easy for the customers to find out their preferred product together in a single
shelf and reducing customer hassle of iterating through the whole shop to find the
products from their shopping list. As well as, to ensure a hassle-free transaction
between consumer and seller, a system is proposed using Smart Contract System
via Block chain which can make the process faster, and ensure transaction safety
at the same time.For results, With an R-Squared score of 0.963, we discovered that
the hybridization of linear-boost regression was the most suited for forecasting. The
best outcomes for product placement were provided by FP Growth. For the pur-
poses of the chatbot, let’s say that for the two strings ”rfl nipple 3-6 month” and ”rfl
nipple 3 to 6 month,” the spaCy llibrary and nltk’s bleu function both yield 90.8 and
66.21 percent similarity, respectively. Now, based on the %, you could assume that
the spaCy library is operating more effectively, but this is untrue. SpaCy library
functions. better in a big model where pre-trained word vectors are present, but not
in a small model. However, the smart contract system successfully carried out all
of the system’s algorithms and guaranteed transaction security as well as product
safety.
By using the Hyper Automation technology Super stores can ensure better customer
service. The budget and implementation of such technologies combined into a system
turned out to be both high and complicated. However, as time passes, the cost of
these technologies will decrease rapidly and their usage will be further simplified.

Keywords: Hyperautomation, Data Mining, Machine Learning, NLP, Smart Con-
tact system, Voice Bot, spaCy, Linear Regression Analysis, Time Series Analysis
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Introduction

Hyper Automation is a system that works with different sectors of artificial intelli-
gence, such as robotic process automation, machine learning, etc. to make our lives
easier. As it replaces humans with artificial intelligence, it has the ability to give a
boost to different business sectors. The human body needs rest after working for a
certain amount of time. But machine-based systems can work 24/7 without any rest,
which can double the production rate. In hyper-automation, the system first recog-
nizes which parts of that particular sector can be automated. After that, it works
on finding suitable AI or machine learning techniques that can be used to increase
the capability of working. This hyper-automation allows enterprises to expand.It is
a noticeable fact that after the pandemic people are getting more reliable in hyper-
automation. The main reason for this reliability is that it helps organizations to
execute tasks at a faster speed with much more accuracy at a lower price. In this
paper, we are mainly focusing on 5 parts or components, which will form the basis
of our framework. These parts are: chat and voice bot for providing faster responses
to queries, generating a future prediction of the number of products sold in the next
month or next day comparing all the monthly data, crowd management, product
placement and. These features or parts will mainly use machine learning models
to generate predictions or NLP to process text. They will also use data mining to
predict product placement. A job queue will also be used for crowd management.
A brief summary of these terms is given below: As a sub-field of artificial intelli-
gence, machine learning defines the process by which computers learn to recognize
patterns in data and make predictions based on that given data by analyzing the
previous sales record it is possible to make an estimation on how the seller can go
in future days. Besides, Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the automated ma-
nipulation of natural language by software, such as speech and text. A company’s
data mining process transforms unstructured data into useful information. Using
software to look for patterns in large amounts of data, companies may gain a better
understanding of their consumers. So they can create better marketing strategies,
increase sales, and lower expenses. In order to data mining to be successful, it is
necessary to have well-functioning data gathered and processed. For the payment
system is also updated with the touch of the Blockchain model. We have sued a
smart contract system through which customers can process their payment faster
with less risk of any security issues while processing the payment while the super
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shop owner can get the transaction money in time.
In order to provide excellent customer service, business owners must build trusting
connections with their customers. By making them feel valued as a customer, you’ll
guarantee that they leave your shop with a great image of your business. Customer
loyalty and favorable social media evaluations will follow from this strategy.

A. Motivation

In our research, our main motivation was to enrich the customer experience and help
the supershop owners to grow more profit in the business. In Bangladesh, we still do
not have automated management system which results in hassle for customers and
sellers alike. Especially during rush hour and in crisis, this is a severe problem. We
have seen during the covid pandemic, super shops had to close down or limit service
due to being managed fully by human employees. But having an automated system
with a faster response time can solve these problems easily. Moreover, another
purpose of the research is to avoid the fraud of transactions and ensure the Security
of the product. Mainly the system used in this research will solve the general super
shop problems in a developing country.

B. Research Problem

In modern days, in general, super shops face several types of problems, such as the
attraction of new customers, the faith of new customers and retaining them, and
trying to figure out the customer’s expectations, market competition, and a variety of
payment methods. The application of hyper automation can solve all these problems
in a super shop and can easily make a good amount of profit for the super shop owner.
Smart superstores employ IoT sensors to capture physical data, transmit this data
via digital platforms to the grocery store workers, and assist them in making better
decisions. Jean-Michel Finally, a digital strategy consultant at IBM, says that ”IoT
in supermarkets is essentially about linking sensor technology with goods that are
regularly utilized in the shop.” The pricing point has shifted recently, though, as
devices have become cheaper and more cost-effective, so the juice is now worth the
squeeze, according to him. There are several features of a smart superstore, such as
contact less technologies, smart shelving, and AI-based chat bots instead of human
staff. Businesses will benefit from a more efficient superstore. When compared to
the current superstore model, this will be a more cost-effective solution. As a result,
not only will customers have a better experience, but a large number of clients will
be easier to handle. Smart systems in supermarkets are now more accessible than
ever before, thanks to the falling cost of technological gadgets.
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C. Research objectives

Products, prices, and store environments are all factors that contribute to a pos-
itive in-store experience. However, it is the level of customer service that will be
remembered. And in the age of viruses that force social distancing, lack of time, and
abundance of technology, every customer wants the optimized version while shop-
ping. While natural & professional human interactions can always lead to a friendly
customer, it is only through quick response & hassle-free shopping experience that
will turn the customer into a loyal one. Through the usage of hyper-automation
technologies, we can easily build a healthy customer–seller relationship while mak-
ing sure both parties get the optimized ROI. This will also allow people to save
precious time. And most importantly, while our proposed framework may be pri-
marily used for supermarket optimization, it can be easily modified to be used for
any individual seller or startup looking to sell or pitch their products in an effec-
tive way. It will also mean fewer human errors, leading to a better experience for
everyone involved.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Background Study

The main objective of this research is to find and establish an optimzed system
which can ensure customer satisfaction and in automated way. So, the first step for
that is creating a voice bot. Computer programs known as voicebots and chatbots
are made to mimic human communication using speech or text input. They are
employed for a number of purposes, including customer service, virtual assistants,
and entertainment. Understanding and responding to natural language input is a
major challenge in the creation of voicebots and chatbots. Natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) methods like machine learning and deep learning are required for this.
Making the discussion as human-like as feasible is another issue,which requires the
ability to generate speech that sounds natural and to understand the context and
purpose of the conversation.The purpose of research in this field is to develop NLP
techniques that are more complex and to improve the ability of voicebots and chat-
bots to comprehend and interact with their surroundings. In addition, a number
of academics are looking at ways to customize voicebots and chatbots, which will
allow them to better perceive the diverse requirements of users and provide better
service.
The development of voicebots is dependent on the primary technologies of machine
learning and natural language processing (NLP). If you want to continue developing
a voicebot, there are several steps you can take, including the following:
1) Become knowledgeable about machine learning and natural language processing
(NLP). When developing voicebots, it is essential to have a solid understanding of
both how they function and how to make use of them.
2)Educate yourself on the many platforms and technologies that are accessible for
the production of voicebots: The creation of voicebots is feasible because to the ex-
istence of a variety of platforms and technologies, such as the Microsoft Bot Frame-
work, Amazon Lex, and Google Dialogflow.
3) Collecting and annotating data: In order to train your voicebot, you will need a
substantial volume of data that has been correctly labeled with the desired goal or
action.
4) Get your voicebot ready and put it through its paces: When you’ve finished
gathering your data, you can put it to use by teaching your voicebot and gauging
how well it performs.
5)Implement and deploy your voicebot: Once you have tested your voicebot and
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made any necessary adjustments, you are ready to launch it on a platform such as
Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa.
When it comes to creating a voicebot, there are a few limitations that you could
run against, such as the following:
1) Limited data availability: In the absence of sufficient data, teaching your voicebot
to grasp and respond to input in natural language may prove to be tough.
2)The intricacy of natural language: Due to the fact that human language is so
complicated, it might be difficult to educate a computer to grasp it and react to it
in a natural way.
3) Voicebots may have difficulty understanding the context and meaning of a user’s
statements because of their limited awareness of the context and purpose of the
user’s remarks.
The following are some methods that might be utilized in the creation of a voicebot:
Utilize pre-trained models such as BERT or GPT-3 to rapidly develop a voicebot
with a high level of natural language comprehension. This may be accomplished by
utilizing pre-trained models.
Transfer learning involves beginning with models that have already been pre-trained
and then refining those models by utilizing one’s own data in order to improve per-
formance.
Models that are part of an ensemble can be combined in order to improve perfor-
mance and reduce the number of errors that occur.
Cloud-based services: If you want to simplify the process of installing and expand-
ing your voicebot, you may make use of cloud-based services such as Amazon Web
Services or Google Cloud.

The next step is making it simpler for clients to obtain the things they want, and
this is where product placement comes into play.The concept of product placement
in supermarkets stems from the idea that products that are easily accessible and
within the range of browsing customers are more likely to be sold. This, in turn,
raises more profit for the seller and improves overall customer satisfaction. So, to
achieve optimized customer satisfaction, automation of product placement is a sig-
nificant part of the overall process. To achieve that, a machine learning framework
is used to identify customer behavior patterns, mainly using association rule mining
or ARM.Everyone in this world is having a busy life and to make our life easier we
try our best to save some time from our daily work. Daily shopping is one of the
most important parts of our day to day life and it is not possible to spend a huge
amount of time on that.If someone wants to buy two products only and has to roam
around the shop for finding the second product after buying the first product then
it is consuming too much time . By the use of data mining algorithms we have tried
to find out the patterns of buying products of customers and based on that we are
trying to generate sequential rules . Our goal is to place the products according to
the rules . Through this we are ensuring that the products that the consumer buys
together usually are kept in different shelves but the shelves are kept together . And
because of this the consumer doesn’t have to spend too much time looking for things.

After that forecasting comes into play as this enables business to gain insights into
customer’s needs.Forecasting of product sales or any financial insights is required
to understand the future trend of business. As, this is a thesis about optimization
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of customer experience, by using the forecasting the models, one can have better
understanding of customer needs and also a general idea about the profit of any
products. This in turn allows a smoother customer experience especially during
crisis.
Time series analysis is a statistical technique that is used to analyze, model and
forecast time-dependent data. This data typically includes observations collected
at regular intervals, such as hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly. The goal of time
series analysis is to understand the underlying patterns, trends and seasonality in
the data, and to use this information to make predictions about future observations.

There are several methods used in time series analysis, including:

Descriptive statistics: This is used to summarize the main characteristics of the
data, such as the mean, median, and standard deviation.

Visualization: Time series data is often plotted as a line graph to help identify pat-
terns, trends, and outliers.

Stationarity: A time series is said to be stationary if its statistical properties do
not change over time. Stationarity is an important assumption in many time series
models.

Decomposition: Time series data can be decomposed into its trend, seasonal and
residual components.

Time series forecasting: There are several methods for forecasting time series data,
including simple moving averages, exponential smoothing, and ARIMA (Autore-
gressive Integrated Moving Average) models.

Time series modeling: This is used to identify the underlying patterns and relation-
ships in the data, and to make predictions about future observations. It includes
techniques such as ARIMA, SARIMA, VAR, VARIMA, and state-space models.

Time series anomaly detection: This is used to identify unusual or unexpected ob-
servations in the data, which could indicate an error or an interesting event.

Overall, Time series analysis is an important tool in various fields like finance, eco-
nomics, manufacturing, engineering, and many more. It helps to understand how
the data evolves over time and make predictions about future observations.
Besides, blockchain based system enable us to have smooth and secured transac-
tions.A computer software known as a ”smart contract” is a component of blockchain
technology that, when specific requirements are satisfied, causes the terms of a con-
tract to be automatically carried out. Because they are encrypted, public, and
impossible to change, these contracts are kept and copied on a distributed ledger
known as a blockchain. They have a wide range of applications, including financial
transactions, the management of supply chains, and the verification of digital iden-
tities, among others. Although smart contract systems are most commonly linked
with the Ethereum blockchain, its implementation is not limited to that particular
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platform and is possible on other blockchains as well.

Importance of using Smart contracts:
Transparency: Smart contracts are transparent, meaning that all parties involved
can see the terms of the contract and the execution of it.

Flexibility: Smart contracts can be customized to meet the specific needs of a par-
ticular application, and can be used for a wide range of purposes, such as financial
transactions, supply chain management, and digital identity verification.

Cost-effective: Smart contracts can reduce the need for intermediaries and legal
costs, resulting in lower transaction fees.

Accessibility: Smart contract functionality can be integrated into decentralized ap-
plications, making it more accessible to users.

In a blockchain network, a smart contract is stored on the network as a digital
transaction and is executed automatically when certain conditions are met. The
conditions and terms of the contract are encoded in the form of code, which is
stored on the blockchain and can be seen by all the participants in the network.
Once the conditions of the contract are met, the smart contract automatically ex-
ecutes the pre-defined actions specified in the code, such as transferring funds or
updating a digital asset.For example, when a user initiates a transaction to transfer
funds to another user, the smart contract checks if the user has sufficient funds and
if the recipient’s address is valid. If both conditions are met, the smart contract
automatically executes the transfer of funds to the recipient’s account. Because
smart contracts are stored on a blockchain, they are transparent, immutable and
secure, ensuring that the terms of the contract are executed as intended, and that
the record of the transaction is permanent.

The working process of smart contracts on a blockchain can be broken down into
the following steps:

Creation: A developer writes the code for the smart contract, which defines the
terms and conditions of the contract and the actions to be executed when those
conditions are met.

Deployment: The smart contract code is deployed to the blockchain network by
the developer. This step typically involves paying a fee to the network, called ”gas”
in the Ethereum network, to cover the computational costs of executing the contract.

Execution: Once the smart contract is deployed, it can be triggered by any user who
meets the conditions specified in the contract. For example, a user may initiate a
transaction to transfer funds to another user, which triggers the smart contract to
check if the user has sufficient funds and if the recipient’s address is valid.

Verification: The smart contract’s code is executed and the conditions specified in
the contract are verified by the network’s nodes. If the conditions are met, the con-
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tract’s action are executed, for example, transfer of funds or update of a digital asset.

Recording: The outcome of the smart contract execution is recorded on the blockchain,
providing an immutable and transparent record of the transaction. Access: The
smart contract code and its execution history can be accessed by any participant on
the blockchain network, providing transparency and trust in the contract’s execu-
tion.

Personal BlockCHain Network-
Ganache is a personal blockchain for Ethereum development. It allows developers
to quickly set up a personal Ethereum blockchain for testing and experimentation
purposes. It can run on a local machine or as a virtual machine and is available as
a command-line tool or as a user-friendly graphical interface. Ganache provides a
range of features for Ethereum developers, including the ability to: Create a virtual
Ethereum blockchain that runs locally on a developer’s machine Automatically gen-
erate a set of test accounts with pre-funded Ether Control the mining process to test
different scenarios Inspect and analyze the state of the blockchain at any given point
in time Easily import and export blockchain data Ganache is particularly useful for
testing and debugging smart contracts, as it allows developers to test their contracts
in a realistic environment without the need for a live network. This can help identify
and fix bugs and errors before deploying contracts to the main Ethereum network.

Truffle framework-
Truffle is a development framework for Ethereum-based decentralized applications
(dapps). It is an open-source tool that aims to make it easier for developers to build,
test, and deploy smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. It’s a development
environment, testing framework and asset pipeline for Ethereum.
Truffle provides a suite of tools for Ethereum development, including:

1.A development environment for building and testing smart contracts using Solid-
ity, Vyper or other programming languages.

2.A command-line interface for interacting with the Ethereum network, such as de-
ploying and managing smart contracts.

3.A built-in contract compilation and deployment system, that allows you to com-
pile, deploy and link smart contracts easily and efficiently.

4.A library of smart contract patterns and best practices, that can be used as a
reference for developers.

5.A built-in testing framework for automated testing of smart contracts, that allows
developers to test their contracts before deploying them to the main Ethereum net-
work.

6.A built-in contract abstraction layer for easier contract interaction, that makes it
easier to interact with deployed smart contracts.
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7.A An integration with popular development frameworks like Ganache, which al-
lows you to use Truffle with a local blockchain for testing and development purposes.
Moreover,truffle is a widely used framework in the Ethereum ecosystem, it helps de-
velopers to streamline the development process and improve the quality of their
smart contracts, making it more secure, reliable and efficient.

Solidity-
Solidity is a programming language specifically designed for writing smart con-
tracts on the Ethereum blockchain. It is used to create decentralized applications
(dapps) that run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Smart contracts are
self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement written directly into code.
They are stored and replicated on the blockchain, making them secure, transpar-
ent, and tamper-proof.The use of Solidity in blockchain allows for the creation of
decentralized apps that are able to execute complex logic and interactions, such as
financial transactions, supply chain management and digital identity verification.
Smart contracts in Solidity can be customized to meet the specific needs of a par-
ticular application, and can be used for a wide range of purposes.One of the main
advantages of using Solidity in blockchain is that it allows for trustless interactions
between parties. Smart contracts are self-executing and the terms of the contract
are encoded in the code, eliminating the need for intermediaries and reducing the
risk of fraud. This can also help to reduce transaction costs, as intermediaries are
often a major source of fees in traditional transactions. Additionally, Solidity is a
statically typed language which helps to prevent common coding errors, and makes
it easier to write secure smart contracts. The use of Solidity in blockchain helps to
ensure that the contracts are functioning as intended before they are deployed to
the main Ethereum network, and it’s also a widely used language in the Ethereum
ecosystem, making it easier for developers to find resources and support.

2.2 Related Works

2.2.1 A literature review of chatbot and voice recognition
systems

Language Processing (NLP) is used by the bot to connect with human users in a
conversational manner. It is possible for the user to communicate with the bot in a
variety of different ways. When using ’Doly,’ for example, the number of affirmations
it can respond to and the accuracy of each answer increase their relationship to the
input affirmation [1]. Normally, users can chat with chatbots using any format, and
there is no specific format that the users have to follow. In most cases, the answers
given by the chatbots are correct and valid [2]. With the use of AI chatbots, the
number of employees of an organization can be reduced by a huge number. A huge
number of queries provided by the users can be answered in seconds. It can be done
using Natural Language Processing using any language. A custom BLTK tool has
to be made using Python. The Naive Bayes classifier and the Edit distance in the
Dynamic Programming Method can be employed as algorithms. This may be done
using a variety of adapters. Doly, the initial chatbot, is a rudimentary chatbot, ca-
pable of little more than introducing herself. Users’ affirmations are protected by the
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shop whenever they enter them, as are their responses. According to this approach,
the closest familiar statement is matched with input, and it then selects an answer
from the closest matching familiar reply.[1] In case of invalid answers, the users can
press a button and inform the system that the provided answer was invalid. [2].
One of the drawbacks of the chatbot system is that a lot of people are still not much
associated with this system, especially those who are not more into technology. In
most cases, chatbots are not very accurate in providing the answers or solutions.
Sometimes, this system may consume a lot of money. In a few cases, it may lead
to a communication gap between the customers and the real service providers of an
organization. In most cases, bots can’t work without an active internet connection.
[2] Conversation success measures can help enhance the performance of chatbots.

Customer chat ratings, average chat lengths, and other Examples of metrics are
available. The metrics will be different depending on the purpose of the chatbot
and the company’s goals, the metrics will be different. These metrics should be
compared over time in order to track the bot’s performance over time. An overview
of the bot’s performance will be provided in this analysis. After each chat, chat
transcripts can be collected and analyzed. This will enable us to detect any issues
that the customers may be going through and where the chatbot is failing. In
this way, the bot’s weak spots can be identified and optimized to overcome those
weak spots. Analyzing a survey based on customer ratings on the bot performance
will enable us to get a sense of customer satisfaction. The voice bot may also be
taught to overcome its weaknesses. It is possible to design the bot’s architecture
in a way that makes it appear more human. A machine’s capacity to recognize
human language words and translate them into a machine-readable format is known
as voice recognition. Using a speech recognition technology, we may input data into
an application just by speaking into it. Thus, making human-device communication
quick and simple. For our proposed system, we will convert the speech of our users
to text, then process it using our bot, and finally, produce the desired reply from our
bot system. To do this, we can use the polygon smoothing algorithm to process the
data, and then use MFCC for feature extraction. In recent times, DNNs (deep neural
networks) have become more and more popular in a number of fields, including ASR.
So, we can accomplish our task of speech recognition using DNN [3]. DNNs may
be used as acoustic models to increase the voice recognition accuracy of a speech
recognizer. There are a number of ways to speed up the DNN score computation,
allowing for real-time operation. A compressed n-gram language model (LM) can
further minimize memory and disk use by doing on-the-fly rescoring [4]. Our chatbot
system may also be equipped with Bangla voice recognition. Different Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMM) and Deep Neural Network (DNN) based models may be
used to build Bangla language audio recognition. With the help of 49 distinct
speakers’ recordings, a vocabulary of 500 words may be constructed [5].

2.2.2 Literature review on product placement

Generally, store managers want to place the best-selling products on the upper
shelves, maybe even in the middle-front row, while products with low profits are
shelved at the back or in the lower parts. An investigation undertaken recently [6]
by Chen, M., and colleagues (Burke RR Hui Sk & Leykin A) argues the opposite. A
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key finding is that consumers’ attention is biased in two directions while they are at
a store: laterally and vertically. It doesn’t contain the order in which things should
be arranged on the shelves or how they should be grouped together. As a result,
the document will not be thoroughly examined but rather only be mentioned when
necessary. The authors found that products that are placed at 14.7 inches below
the eye level of customers are the ones that capture their attention the most.
They also argued that customers pay more attention or have a 21% higher propen-
sity to the right side of the aisle while going through it which is applicable to both
left and right-handed shoppers. One major drawback of this conclusion is only 11%
of the samples used in the report are left-handed. So, there is an overwhelming
bias toward right-handed shoppers. This gives us a general idea to prioritize par-
ticular shelves while the product placement framework is implemented, as we can
then place higher valued products on them based on the output generated by the
machine learning model.
Besides, optimal prediction of product placement is a must for the concept to work,
and to achieve that, a strongly associated rule mining (ARM) framework is needed,
which is discussed by the authors of [7]. They argue that the widely used support-
confidence framework of ARM faces major challenges when it is used to generate
strong rules. To counter that, an optimized framework is proposed that relies heav-
ily on the “Lift” metric to improve the predictive performance of the associated rule
rather than just assuming. One of the major benefits of using this metric is that it
helps the seller or manager in determining which products should be placed together.
The dataset used here is mainly taken from the transaction of a store, which allowed
the authors to identify customer behavior patterns and thus generate outputs that
assisted in optimal product placement and identifying products that need promotion.

Aside from the abovementioned Associated rule mining algorithm, strategic product
placement can also be done by the PrefixSpan algorithm through mining user buying
patterns [8]. The algorithm works in two stages by implementing a pattern-growth
framework. Mined product categories are displayed on the shelves in the order they
were mined from first-stage data. Second, items from each category are mined and
reorganized inside the categories using profit measures. The PrefixSpan algorithm
is used to complete the process. From the studies conducted in this paper, it can
be seen that there is an increase of average support for l length patterns from 50
to 53 between the two datasets. The same level of output is seen from other length
patterns too, which further strengthens the importance of product placement in-
store database. However, this framework isn’t necessarily the final version. As the
author argues, that it can be further optimized by including the concept of revenue
optimization to make it more business-friendly. This could be a good addition to
our proposed framework as it will help to bridge the gap between the technology &
store manager.

As discussed above, dynamic product placement is important for a better customer
experience. We can further enhance the framework by understanding the correlation
between products in order picking as reported by ] Y. Ito and S. Kato, [9]. They
argue that travel time for order picking requires a significant amount of time and
while various frameworks of product placement have already been studied, there is a
lack of it in dynamic situations such as changing of order placement after the order
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picking is started & reducing the customer’s overall travel time. This also corre-
lates with specific conditions concerning our framework, such as dynamic product
placement situations after a customer picks up their order. From the experiments
conducted by the authors, there are clear indications of work time being reduced
as the existing method needs more travel time than the proposed one. One disad-
vantage of this experiment is the dataset is small in size & thus may give different
outputs if used in a large-scale system. The system is also very basic, and the au-
thors plan to work on it in the future.
C. Bapna et al. [10] proposed an index known as a ”generalized utility item set or
GUI which extracts generalized high utility or revenues as item sets and then applies
it through the proposed framework for product placement. Revenue in retail stores
can be improved. They also used taxonomy in their framework. The system evalu-
ation conducted by the authors resulted in an optimized total revenue & execution
time. However, a drawback of this proposal may be a lack of design or framework
to understand its cost-effectiveness.
Hübner, A et al. [11] argue for a model that optimizes the seller’s profit with the
help of optimal assortment and also assigns limited shelf space to items. This allows
for the methodological arrangement of shelves and increases customer satisfaction.
A specialized heuristic is also developed to solve the model. The model is also appli-
cable for both perishable & non perishable products, which is in line with products
found in a supermarket. Based on experiments, facings are allocated to either per-
ishable or nonperishable items.

Mining helps us to understand trends, patterns, and correlations, which can help
us to build an optimal path for future decisions [12]. This paper basically gives us
an in-depth understanding of data mining and gives a general overview of improv-
ing associated rule mining (ARM) using modern techniques as well as proposing a
multilevel relationship algorithm. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it
makes applications that need to run continuously be more efficient. As our proposed
framework includes mining to identify product placement, especially the usage of
ARM, this paper can help us in understanding and identifying optimal product
placement. techniques to be applied in product placement. Suchacka, G. et al.p [13]
talk about customer behavior in relation to web server log data. Once again, The
document is not going to be examined in-depth and would only be referred to as rel-
evant since we mainly need to understand user purchase likelihood by applying the
associated rule. Advantages of this approach include experimenting with both tradi-
tional and innovative customers and generating diverse output. It can also adapt to
customer behaviors and thus, is very business-friendly. The result clearly shows dif-
ferent motivations for both the groups to generate a high purchase probability. The
authors in the future also plan to implement more user session features in the future.

The proposed categorization rules mining method allows for a more thorough exam-
ination of incoming data [14]. The study is about designing a data mining approach
for analyzing data in a supermarket database to identify where products should be
placed on shelves. It introduces a new category of associative rules, which is classi-
fication rules. For rules with more than three elements, it enables us to reduce the
complexity of the data mining process. As shown in the results, It also allows for
a reduction in the number of created dependencies, which benefits the seller. As
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such, this approach will not only help us to reduce unnecessary complexities but also
enable us to have fewer dependencies, which in turn will result in optimal product
placement.

Finally, based on transaction history, a generic framework for predicting customer
repeat behavior is proposed by the authors [15]. They propose a metamodel for
transactional datasets that abstracts the various data dimensions. This mainly
works as a framework for consumer repeat behavior. The results show that the sug-
gestion model “i-prescribe” was able to recommend products with respect to ROI
and the limited budget of a particular supermarket. Thus, we can use this strategy
to not only make shopping quick for customers but also ensure maximum profit for
the seller. Generalized sequential pattern mining known as GSP algorithm is an-
other widely used data mining technique to find sequential patterns from large data.
Chengguan and Shihuan have worked on predicting the dynamic cost of enterprise
using the GSP algorithm.Here the authors stated that, In the changeable market
environment, it is very important that we know how to carry out the informatization
to satisfy the consumers’ request for various brands [16]. By doing sequence base
pattern mining it is possible to know what customers really want and help the sellers
to prepare accordingly. But compared to other data mining methods GSP has some
weaknesses. Compared with the AprioriALL Algorithm GSP algorithm counts less
candidate sets and the frequent set needn’t be counted in advance in the process of
data transformation. Thus GSP Algorithm contributes a lot to the short frequent
sequence mode [16]. To tackle this problem the authors have suggested an improved
GSP Algorithm which works with QIMS to handle the frequently changing data.

Moreover, the GSP algorithm can be used in different fields even in identifying
human behavior. Using videos of different events they have tried to track down
patterns in human behavior. A valid option to improve development indicators
systems that identify patterns of human behavior is the use of cognitive architectures
that allow us to capture some characteristics of human behavior at the level of
symbolic and sub-symbolic processing [17]. If video surveillance is combined with
the storage capacity, fast access to data, processing capacity and pattern detection,
everything is shaken and data is crossed, everything can be done quickly and very
fast [17].

2.2.3 Literature review of product sales forecasting

In the customer service management model, sales forecasting is a crucial insight to
have. To forecast a time series data, lots of algorithms and hybridization of it can
be used. One of which is linear regression, a simple yet famous algorithm for fore-
casting and shown to provide excellent forecasting with precision rate of 84% and
thus proven to work in real world datasets [18].

Another model is random forest and as argued in [19], Random forest is a predict-
ing model that establishes relationship between dependent and independent variable
which is highly used for time series finding,predicting and modeling causal effect re-
lation between variables.While working with the data set they have balanced the
data set to ensure that there is no biases in the data which does a pretty good job of
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predicting nonlinear trends and hence forecasted black friday sales with an average
accuracy of 83.6%.
In [20], we see another non linear algorithm which is XG Boost forecasting short
term power load. They have stated that it is necessary to do power load forecasting
in order to ensure a balance in production and consumption . Here while working
with the data set they have kept in mind that the prediction can be affected by a few
things . Keeping it in mind they have suggested that the XGBoost algorithm is best
for doing this prediction . They have divided the data in four different categories for
training and after doing so they have said that the method can divide classification
and forecast load value of the appointed date accurately.

2.2.4 Literature review on Smart Contract System

From the paper [21] we can see that ,an increasingly popular use case for smart
contracts is the automation of corporate operations in response to events detected
by Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, datastreams, or other technologies. Smart con-
tract management systems built on the blockchain are a cutting-edge innovation
that can streamline B2B interactions in the near future. It’s common knowledge
that blockchain plays a crucial role in BPR by enhancing the efficiency of corporate
workflow activities, particularly in partnerships with several participants. In this
paper, we introduce a method for managing smart contracts that may be used across
different businesses. This study is divided into two sections; in the first, we evaluate
existing smart contract management platforms based on various criteria that can be
crucial when deciding on a solution to meet a certain business need. In the second,
we’ve developed a smart contract and transaction management framework using the
blockchain and cutting-edge approaches. A DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Or-
ganization) is a type of organization that operates autonomously from its members.
This architecture provides a single framework for the execution of smart contracts
on the blockchain at the DAO level. The proposed system makes use of two distinct
blockchain technologies, namely SBlockchain and TBlockchain. The smart contracts
themselves are maintained in the SBlockchain, whereas all the data produced by the
smart contracts is kept in the TBlockchain. Moreover, each smart contract has spe-
cific terms and stipulations that must be followed in order for the specified event
to take place. With the aid of applicable use-cases, we have provided a detailed
description of the framework’s various components and their implementation.

In the paper [22] it refers to Several blockchain initiatives springing up quickly to
combat the COVID-19 pandemic, demonstrating the potential of this technologi-
cal breakthrough to lessen the impact of the pandemic’s multisystemic dangers on
emergency management and the economy. This survey delves into the potential ap-
plications of blockchain technology in the context of bolstering health measures to
curb the spread of COVID-19 diseases and restore normalcy. The survey focuses pri-
marily on the two categories of applications—contact tracing and vaccine/immunity
passport support—because these are where blockchains have been used most exten-
sively to offset the effects of COVID-19. The research was conducted with the inten-
tion of demonstrating that COVID-19 can only be effectively supported by a mix of
blockchain technology and sophisticated cryptographic techniques. Specifically, this
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article introduces these methods—zero-knowledge, Diffie Hellman, blind signatures,
and proxy re-encryption—before detailing how they are used with blockchains to es-
tablish secure and private solutions. Finally, we offer a brief overview of blockchain’s
potential uses beyond first contact tracking and vaccination verification.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 System Overview

Here we have discussed about the overall view of our system and for that we have
used use case diagram.

3.1.1 System Diagram

Figure 3.1: Supershop Management System Diagram
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3.1.2 System Description

The diagram describes the overall System using HyperAutomation and Machine
learning model. There are mainly two primary actors One customer and and another
is seller. First the customer will interact with the system. Customer will provide
the product name as the voice input to the voice bot and the bot will reply the
product name and the details of the corresponding product. If the customer uses an
inappropriate word it will ask again for the voice input to the customer. The seller
will scan the product for selling after that the cart will be updated with the selected
product in the database.After that it will generate a request to the Smart Contract
System. The Smart Contract system will create a block and it will have all the
datas. After that it will ask the user for the Transaction Confirmation notification.
Finally The user will authentify himself and the Transaction will complete and Will
have a security.
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3.2 Dataset Overview

3.2.1 Data Description

The dataset used here is real world data collected from the PRAN-RFL group/“Daily
shopping super shop .The dataset contains all the information of sales made in the
shop from January 2022 to December 2022. The dataset consists of 158293 rows
and 9 columns.

As we collected the dataset directly from the company so it was not ready for ap-
plying any kind of algorithm. So we have to preprocess the data and get it ready
for our use. Which have changed the dimension of our dataset in many cases.

3 Methodologies have been used to do direct implementation of the dataset. These
are-
1.Voice Chat Methodology
2. Product Placement methodology
3. Product Sales Forecasting methodology.

While the other 1 methodology has an indirect relationship with the dataset itself.
This is-
1. Blockchain transaction system

3.2.2 Data Preprocessing

Product Placement

To get the dataset ready for work we have at first examined if there’s any null value
present in our dataset or not . We didn’t find any null values in the dataset but we
found a few columns whose values are not useful for us . So we have dropped those
columns .Later on we have converted the data of the column that we were using for
data mining into a list and applied one hot encoding in our dataset to present our
entire dataset in a simpler way.

Product Sales Forecasting (Daily)

First, we did a basic null check and dropped the irrelevant column to ensure a time
series dataframe. Then we renamed the “S CODE” column to “Date” for easier
understanding and then converted the date column into date time datatype with
Day as the period. Now, as we are interested in the daily product sales we summed
up daily total Quantity sold with respect to date column and converted the resulting
column into integer type which gave us products sold daily in the supershop with
date as the index. Next, we checked the stationarity of the data using augmented
Dickey–Fuller test where the resulting p value was less than 0.05. So, we concluded
that data is stationary. We also visualized it by doing a time plot.

To implement any of these algorithms individually, we first need to determine the
features. For example, lags and time steps. To lag a time series is to move its values
one or more time steps forward, or alternatively, to move the times in its index
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Figure 3.2: Product Sales Time Plotting

one or more steps backward.Time ticks are called TimeSteps. The duration of each
samples is what matters.

Now, we used shift function to get the lagged values of daily sales and made a
supervised dataset. This dataset then will be applied in the individual algorithms
after using scaling techniques.

Hybrid Preprocessing

Here, we first tried to determine the trend/pattern of the dataset by plotting a
moving average graph of the entire dataset below:

Figure 3.3: Moving Average Graph of the Entire Dataset

Now, this is similar to a linear trend which is stable cause data is stationary. So, we
used deterministic process with order = 1. Now the trend generated below is similar
to above, so we can conclude that linear trend can be a feature for hybridization
technique. Now in both cases of individual and hybrid implementation, we used to
test 90 days and rest of the day before (301-90) = 211 days were used as training
data.
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Figure 3.4: Linear Trend Generation

3.3 Model

3.3.1 Voice Chat Bot Methodology and Implementation

Since Voice chat Bot is a well-known AI based software used by many successful
software companies such as Apple’s use Siri,Google has Google Assistant, Amazon
uses Alexa etc so therefore we decided to add voice chat bot in this hyper-automation
project where our Voice chat bot will primarily work/function based on the 3 key
concepts to engage in conversation with our customers and respond their queries
about super store. These are Voice Transformation,Natural Language Processing
and Multi-Language Translation.

Figure 3.5: The concepts of Voice Chat Bot

Voice transformation

Voicebots respond to spoken instructions or requests. After getting the input
voice,the voicebot system tries to recognize the voice and then transfer it into text in
order to check the queries.The voicebot system then responds to the queries by text
and finally converts those responses into voice. That is how a voicebot’s standard
speech dialogue operates.
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Figure 3.6: Flowchart Diagram of a general Voice Transformation

Natural Language Processing

The capacity of a computer system to comprehend and interpret human language is
known as natural language processing (NLP). However,human language is frequently
complicated, confusing, and full of slang and bad grammar. In order to be able to
deduce a user’s intents from written or spoken language even when it is imperfect,
voicebot systems need NLP.
The most well-known Python Natural Language Processing tools are NLTK and
spaCy. NLTK is a library for string manipulation. It accepts strings as input
and outputs either strings or lists of strings,while spaCy employs an object-oriented
methodology. The document object that spaCy produces after text parsing contains
words and phrases that are objects in and of itself. The performance of spaCy is
superior in word tokenization and POS-tagging, whereas NLTK surpasses spaCy in
sentence tokenization. The optimal technique to do a task is provided by spaCy,
despite the fact that NLTK offers access to many other algorithms.

Multi Language Translation

A free and limitless Python package called googletrans uses the Google Translate
API. Google offers a machine translation service called Google Translate API. It
enables programmers to include automated translation features in their tools, web-
sites, and apps. With the help of the API, programmers may identify the language
of a piece of text and translate it from one language to another. The API leverages
Google’s neural machine translation technology, which is made to provide accurate
translations, and it covers a large number of languages. Additionally, it has a func-
tion called ”auto-detection” that determines the text’s original language without
the developer having to define it.

WorkFlow

In order to create an optimal voice chat bot, several libraries must be installed.
First, PyAudio Library must be installed in order for the software system to obtain
a microphone in order to receive and transmit speech. The audio must then be
converted to text. In order to achieve that, we installed the SpeechRecognition
Library, a branch of the Natural Language Processing area (NLP). Third, we set up
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the pandas libraries. We established a dictionary with the assistance of the pandas
library and the ML command that will save all the data from a csv file so that we can
utilize it for further purposes. The fourth step in creating a voice chatbot is to install
the spacy library. Spacy, which follows an object-oriented approach, is superior in
terms of word tokenization and POS tagging when compared to NLTK’s string
processing approach. By utilizing the POS tagging feature of the spacy library,we
traverse the input text (which was originally in voice form but was then converted
to text) word by word and in our code ”word.pos ” returns what type of word it is
(such as a noun, pronoun, verb, punctuation, etc.) which helps us to create if-else
conditions to extract necessary information (such as any specific strings, product
names, and category names) from the input text and store them in variables. The
fifth step in creating a voice chatbot is to install the NLTK library and use it’s ‘bleu’
function to check the similarities of the necessary information previously that saved
on the variables and the informations like product name,category name,product
price etc which was saved in the dictionary by traversing that dictionary. When the
voicebot system has finished traversing the dictionary, it will deliver a text answer
based on which if elif else condition yields the most similarities. The voicebot will
then convert the English text into Bangla text using the Google Translate API,
which was accessed via the googletrans library. The voicebot will save the English
and Bengali text responses in variables. Finally, the pyttsx3 library is installed to
give the voicebot the ability to convert text to speech. As a result, the voicebot
will convert both Bengali and English text into speech and deliver them one by one.
That’s the overview of code and workflow of how our voicebot is working.

3.3.2 Product Placement Methodology and Implementation

Market basket analysis which is considered as data mining approach that can be
utilized in any retail environment to find buying trends. Mathematical affinity cal-
culations enable company owners to better understand their clients and ultimately
serve them by emphasizing their purchase habits. To put it simply, MBAs are inter-
ested in what items are most usually purchased together. You may leverage these
relationships for cross-selling, suggestions, promotions, or indeed the positioning of
products on a menu or in the shop to maximize profitability.

The algorithm used by us are:
1.Apriori algorithm
2. FP Growth Algorithm
3.GSP algorithm

Implementation

Apriori, FP Growth , GSP algorithm are known as market basket algorithms to
determine sequence patterns from any random dataset. We have used all three al-
gorithms in our dataset which contains the daily sales information of a super shop.
By going through the data of first ten months sales we have tried to find out the
relations between different products .Based on those relations it will be easy for any
shop to choose which products should be kept with which product. For example,
if {A},{B} and {C} are three products we will find out relations between these
products and based on those relations we will make our decision on placing them. If
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the algorithms are showing results which show {A>C} have better relations among
them compared to {A>B},{B>C} we will place product {A} and {C} together to
make it easier for the customer to find them easily as most of them buy these prod-
ucts together.

When working with a particular set of transaction data association rule mining algo-
rithms can easily find out the rules which can help the shopkeepers to determine the
sale of a particular product based on the other item in the transaction. To extract
these rules data mining algorithms use a few metrics like Support , Confidence and
lift.

Support refers to the frequency of an item set in the transaction dataset.

Support of(A → B) =
(A ∪B)

n

Confidence indicates how often a rule is appearing to be true .

Confidence(A → B) =
Support(A ∪B)

Support(A)

Lift is a measure that tells us if the probability of consequent increases or decreases
given the purchase of antecedent .

Lift of(A → B) =
Support(A ∪B)

Support(A)× Support(B)

We set minimum threshold values for these metrics if a rule’s metrics exceeds the
threshold limit we accept that rule. Setting different thresholds minimum support
and minimum confidence values we have checked which algorithm is finding all the
rules in less time compared to other algorithms.
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Figure 3.7: Workflow Diagram of Product placement Methodology

3.3.3 Product Sales Forecasting and Implementation

Forecasting of time series data is one of the most important insights to have in the
business world. It helps businesses to understand the needs of the customers and
react accordingly. In this research 3 algorithms chosen to do forecasting are listed
below:

Linear regression

Linear regression is a highly used algorithm in statistics it is used in describing
relations between a scalar variable and one or more explanatory variables. Simple
linear regression deals with a scalar variable and one explanatory variable . The
regression model does the work of finding if the predictor variable is predicting the
outcome properly or not . The simple linear regression can be defined by the formula
Y=bx+c . Here, y defines the output dependent variable score, b means regression
coefficient, c means constant and x is the independent variable.

Regression models are one of the most used algorithms for prediction . The algorithm
has been widely used for weather forecasting and trend forecasting.

Random forest

Random forest is another algorithm used by us which is popular in machine learning
for solving Regression and Classification problems. Random forest works with a
number of decision trees to tackle complex problems . It takes n number of decision
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trees based on the dataset and provides a combined average value which helps to
generate an improved prediction model.

XGBOOST

Xgboost algorithm is an open source implementation of gradient boost tree algo-
rithm. It provides us with a scalable ,portable and Distributed gradient boosting
library. The algorithm adapts very well with all kinds of data and it helps us to
predict any sort of data quite easily . The algorithm is a combination of multiple ml
algorithms which provides the user a better result. Random forest and XG Boost
algorithms are quite the same as both work with multiple layers of decision trees .
The difference can be seen in the structure of the trees. In the XG Boost algorithm
the trees are built in a parallel manner.

Implementation

Figure 3.8: Workflow of Forecasting

After importing the libraries and doing necessary preprocessing we first implement
the linear regression algorithm. As we already discussed above, the simple linear
regression can be written as y = (weights * features) + bias, where for each feature,
the algorithm learns weight and based on the best fit target it selects weight and
bias during training. So, after training, we fit the model and then predict it which
give us an approximate forecast to test with test dataset.

Next, we move on to random forest which is a tree based algorithm based on deci-
sion tree. Although this is a famous classification model, we found that this model
worked very well with our dataset and that can be attributed to different individual
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trees output being averaged. And the training here is done by bagging method.
This also ensures that overfitting is few. Now, this algorithm chooses it’s root node
based upon gini index.Through this we can understand the impurity of dataset. The

formula for which is 1−
n∑

i=1

(Pi)2

Then we calculate the weighted gini index which is the total gini index of a partic-
ular branch. The feature with lowest gini index will be chosen as the root node.
Entropy is another way to calculate the impurity. Now, we just normally apply the
model after setting up n estimators and max depth parameter where the first one is
number of decision trees to be used and the second is the depth of such trees. More,
trees generally give good outputs but take more time.

Next one is XGboost which is a gradient boosted decision tree algorithm. Thus, this
also depends upon decision trees. Unlike, random forest, XGboost takes leaf node
of a tree and may turn that node into a if condition if it benefits the model which
is determined by the loss function. This algorithm also uses backward pruning after
using max depth parameter. The loss function is as follows
n∑

i=1

l(yi + ŷift(xi)) + Ω(ft)

Hence, enhances the overall performance

After that we did hybridization of linear-random forest and linear-xgboost to see
whether the performance improves. In both cases we fit linear regression with orig-
inal series and the 2nd algorithm to the residual series. Because linear regression
knows how to extrapolate the trend while the tree based algorithms are good at
learning interactions
The process is as below:
First, we train and predict with linear regression. Then we predict the X train-1 on
linear regression. Later, we fit the 2nd model on the residual series which is:
Train model of target series - predicted series from the first model. Then with this,
we fit the 2nd model with a new feature (X Train-2)values and predict that. Now,
we add both prediction to get the overall prediction.
So, here, as stated above we got linear trend, so using linear regression, we train it
on the trend and the overall trend for out of bound sample is:

Figure 3.9: Linear Trend forecast

So, here we extrapolate the trend and then remove it by transforming y and apply
the next model on the error series.
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3.3.4 BLOCKCHAIN: Smart Contract System process and
Implementation

Required Tools

For the Simulation environment, Ganache was used with Truffle framework to assest
pipeline for the blockchain. Solidity was used for coding.

WorkProcess

At first the main system have to connect with the blockchain. After that the system
will receive the Customer ID and the shopping list as Input and Generate a new block
which will contain all the necessary information of the Smart Contract. Moreover,
Customer count is a Global variable and after that One customer data will be stored
and the count will increase. We are going to execute a migration script before putting
the smart contract onto the blockchain to make it live. We are unable to add new
contracts to the blockchain if we do not have it since the blockchain is impervious
to any changes. As our Whole System will be controlled by blockchain So we need
another Class for it. As a first step, we’ll verify that the smart contract has been
successfully deployed and that we can access the tasks using the task count. Firstly
we have to verify that the contract’s address is not an empty or undefined part of
the deployment check. Then, verifying the listing of tasks by comparing the product
is valid, scannable, and available in the database or not.
Here, after putting the newly created task through its paces to see if it works. An
external client might choose to subscribe to the events generated by the creation of
a new task. They may build tests to examine the information and guarantee that
the events are triggered on every new activity. Here event ID will increase by n+1.
As now the new Customer Creation is done finally we need a payment complete
confirmation. Finally, while doing payment the system will send a pop notification
to the customer to clear the payment. After that While sending the money from
the mobile banking system, the user will input his password to verify himself.If the
password is matched then it will show the payment complete notification. Whereas
if any info is wrong then the system will not clear the payment, redirect to the
previous page and count it as unpaid customer. All the necessary information will be
stored in the block. Finally, According to Smart contract principle As the One side
product buying is done it will cut off the necessary payment from the user account
and the Transaction will be secured as there is no intermediary’s involvement for
the transactions.

WorkFLow Diagram

Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code for Generating new customer and shopping
product List

Connect → (blockchain)
customerCount = 0

Input:
Initialize custormer ID
Initialize shopping list
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Figure 3.10: Workflow Diagram of Smart Contract System Transactions Method
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bool completed

Output:
customerCount + +
shopping list
False

End();

Algorithm 2 Pseudo Code for testing 1 Cart listing product and deploy-
ment into Blockchain

Connect→(blockchain)
Connect→(customer accounts)

if deployment == is successful then
check if:

payment information is not null;
payment information is not 0;
payment information is not undefined;

if list products == successful then
check if:

id of the product is valid;
product is scannable;
product data is available in database;

End();

Algorithm 3 Pseudo Code for testing 2 new customer creation

Connect→(blockchain)
Connect→(customer accounts)

if new customer creation == successful then
create new product list;
check customer count for new customer;

check if:
event is getting triggered;
event id is n+1;
event completion is false;

End();
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo Code for testing 2 (payment completion)

Connect→(blockchain)

if bool completed == true then
payment is completed;
payment completion function is true;

check if:
event is getting triggered;
authenticate password;
first customer has completed payment and event id is 1;
event completion is true;

End();
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Chapter 4

Result Analysis

Result Analysis

Voice Chat Bot

Our voicebot was developed using the ideas of speech transformation, natural lan-
guage processing, and multilingual translation.
Our voice bot uses the speech recognition library and the pyttsx3 library to convert
speech to text and text to speech, and it does it flawlessly.

To implement NLP in our voicebot we used spacy library and nltk library,for word
tokenization we used spacy library instead of nltk library.For tokenization and other
typical NLP tasks, spaCy is often quicker than NLTK in terms of time complexity.
This is so because Cython, a computer language that is a superset of Python and
may be translated to C for better performance, is used to create spaCy. Additionally,
pre-trained models that are speed-optimized are used by spaCy, which boosts per-
formance even more.In contrast, NLTK is created entirely in Python, which might
be slower than Cython. Additionally, NLTK does not come with pre-trained models;
as a result, you will have to spend more time training models yourself.spacy is faster
than NLTK for tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, and named entity recognition.
spaCy also includes a built-in visualizer called displaCy that allows you to visualize
the output of its NLP models. If performance and ease of use are your top priorities,
spaCy is a better choice.That’s why for word tokenization we used poss tagging con-
cept for word tokenization.Moreover to detect word similarity we used nltk’s bleu
library which gives 100% accuracy to find the similarities between 2 strings.

And lastly for language translation we used googletrans library to implement Google
translator API which successfully convert one language to another language to de-
liver multi-language voice in our Voice Chat Bot.

Product placement

Fp growth algorithm is performing better compared to Apriori and GSP algorithm.
We can see that Apriori and Fp growth algorithms are taking almost the same time
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Algorithm Minimum Support Time

Apriori 0.03 1.126 s
0.05 0.413 s

FP growth 0.03 0.473 s
0.02 0.493 s

GSP 0.03 26.418
0.02 86.762

Table 4.1: Product Category

Algorithm Minimum Support Time

Apriori 0.002 3.493 s
0.005 0.428 s

FP growth 0.002 2.316 s
0.005 1.927 s

GSP 0.002 10530.413
0.005 4255.696

Table 4.2: Product Name

to produce the rules while checking with different minimum support values but Fp
Growth is producing a comparatively higher number of rules. While using Apriori
algorithm the runtime increases exponentially depending on the number of transac-
tions. But the FP Growth algorithm increases its runtime linearly depending on the
number of transactions. Another reason for the FP Growth algorithm performing
better is it iterates through the dataset only twice to generate the rules but the gsp
and apriori algorithm iterates through the dataset multiple times which consumes
more time.
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Figure 4.1: product category performance

Figure 4.2: product name performance
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As FP growth algorithm is performing better in comparison to other two we are
suggesting to use this algorithm for finding product placement rules.

Product Sales Forecasting

We have used mean absolute error, root mean squared error, mean absolute per-
centage error and lastly r-squared to measure the performance of the algorithms.
Interestingly, in all 3 individual cases we saw below average performance. As dis-
cussed above, this is due to linear regression not being good at interacting with the
data while the tree algorithms are unable to extrapolate the trend.

But, when we implemented hybridization, both models gave us 90 percent plus
accuracy. This may be the case of XGBoost and random forest not knowing how to
extrapolate a trend beyond the training set and thus linear regression helps those
two algorithms learn about it.

Mean absolute error evaluates the distance between forecasted value and actual
value. But there is a chance of getting negative results here. We can also use mean
squared error to evaluate the distance but here the unit gets squared. So to remove
that we use root mean squared error. And lastly, we used mean absolute percentage
error to get the overall error to get a proper understanding of the forecast. But here
MAPE did not give us clear answer as to which hybrid model is perfoming better.
So, we used r squared for comparison. In a regression model, R-Squared (also known
as R2 or the coefficient of determination) is a statistical metric that quantifies the
percentage of the dependent variable’s variation that can be accounted for by the
independent variable.

MAPE = 1÷ n(Σn
t=1|(At− Ft)÷ At|)

Where At is actual value and Ft is forecasted value and n is number of time for
summation iteration

MAE = (Σn
i=1|yi− xi|)÷ n

RMSE =
√

Σn
i=1(xi− xi)2 ÷ n

R− Squared = 1− (RSS ÷ TSS)

where xi is observations from time series and xi bar is the estimated time series
while n is number of non missing data point.
Now, let’s check the performance of the models using these metrics
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Algorithm MAE RMSE MAPE

Linear Regression 343.52 427.80 0.33
Random Forest 363.71 513.90 0.34

XGBoost 346.66 498.37 0.32
Linear Regression-Random Forest 82.71 93.58 0.077

Linear Regression-XGBoost 68.94 77.48 0.09

Table 4.3: Performance of Different Machine learning Models

The first 3 algorithms show result individually like the figure below and the last 2
figure represent the hybrid models.As seen, the hybrid linear regression-XGBoost is
outperforming every other algorithm if we take the value of R-Squared into account
which are 0.963 for linear-xgboost regression and 0.943 for the other hybrid model.
Hence, we propose using this as the basis for any custom model and to complete
current forecasting.

Figure 4.3: Forcasting using linear regression
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Figure 4.4: Forcasting using random forest

Figure 4.5: Forcasting using xgboost
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Figure 4.6: Forcasting using linear regression-random forest

Figure 4.7: Forcasting using linear regression-xgboost
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BLOCKCHAIN: Smart Contact System

Figure 4.8: Successful Transaction

Here we can see our algorithms has successfully executed so The System has satisfied
the Smart Contract System requirement. As a result, the secure Transaction has
been executed.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Conclusion

In this modern era, everything is getting updated by the touch of technology, so
why not the supermarket? To make life easier, we go to the super shop to buy
our daily needs. So to make the super shop much more useful, easy to explore,
and customer friendly we decided to implement hyper-automation in our super shop
system. In our thesis project, we will use different kinds of algorithms so that the
customer can feel comfortable easily using our super shop system, moreover, we will
also try to improve the response time of the system so that the system can respond
to the customer quickly and more accurately. Furthermore, based on the customer’s
priority the system will suggest the product to the customer so that customer may
get interested to buy that product and so on. Although we have already introduced
you to so many new ideas that we are going to implement in our super shop system,
we think it’s just the beginning. We need to work on more data sets, ideas, and
more algorithms to advance the system of our superstore. In the future, we hope
to have a better version of the system by adding more useful features with high
efficiency.

5.0.1 Future Work

Due to the limitation of time we can not implement all the things . So one of the
major things is to use the Crowd Management System in a counter. So counter
management system is our first priority.Moreover, we will use explainable AI frame-
work to explain the performance of the models.Hence our system is decentralized
so we need a proper centralized system for the super shop.For the Bot part we
would like to add rating and review system in the voice bot. Also, we would like to
implement a custom model based on linear-XG Boost regression for more precision
forecasting and further analyze different types of features related to business such as
profit. Moreover, we would also like to make a custom model for product placement
and try to do real life testing of it in a super shop and compare new data to see
if profit/sales increased. This would also require a large new data set so that both
forecasting and product placement models can be trained on big real world data.
Lastly, as there is no checking system to check if the currency is fake or not, we
would like to implement the Machine learning models for detecting the fake notes.
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